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Over the past year, the global vaccination campaign to end the COVID-19 pandemic has progressed from tests of vaccine efficacy to over six billion (and counting) administered doses.
Highly structured clinical trials facilitated strong statistical examinations of the vaccines because
randomization accounts for unobserved confounders that could bias the analysis. Post-approval
assessments have limitations because they rely on data from less structured, real-world settings.
Several post-approval studies show the existing mRNA vaccines launched initially in the US
effectively prevent, as predicted, the worst outcomes of COVID-19, while the vaccines many
other countries use are less effective but still invaluable in fighting the pandemic. An observed
erosion in vaccine efficacy this year, relative to the clinical trials of 2020, may be a function of
the new variants of the virus, waning acquired immunity against infection over time, or other
factors, such as the higher incidence of prior infections in the unvaccinated population and the
tendency for random error (such as false-positive COVID-19 tests) to attenuate measured efficacy rates. Taken together, the studies make it plain that vaccinating the unvaccinated with any
of the globally approved vaccines remains the most important step for lessening the pandemic’s severity.

Governments worldwide have administered over
six billion COVID-19 vaccines since late 2020 (Our
World in Data 2021a), using inoculations developed
by both Western companies and state-directed
enterprises in other parts of the world. In clinical
trials, some of the vaccines performed better than
others did in preventing symptomatic infection. It
remains an open question whether populations
with access to the best-performing vaccines enjoy
a meaningful advantage in addressing the crisis.
Policymakers must continue to monitor the performance of the vaccines to be prepared to adjust
their operational plans. However, interpreting the
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data is more challenging when it is obtained from
real-world settings than from a clinical trial because
there is not a well-defined control group against
which vaccination can be assessed. In clinical trials,
random assignment to the treatment and nontreatment arms allows for gold-standard statistical
assessments of efficacy. In the real world, however,
statistical confounders risk distorting estimates of
vaccine efficacy and how efficacy differs among
vaccines and over time.
Recently, numerous studies have looked into the
vaccines’ relative performances, focusing on measuring their efficacy against the new variants of the
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estimates of the vaccine efficacy rate for the population under study. In contrast, when using observational data, analysts are forced to account for
nonrandom assignment to the treatment. In other
words, adults who received the vaccine likely differ
from those who did not in observable and, perhaps, unobservable ways. Additionally, observational studies face numerous data limitations that
are not a factor in vaccine trials with voluntary participation. Whereas trial volunteers are subject to
continuous surveillance to accurately assess whether
and when they contract COVID-19, for example,
many observational studies rely on adults getting
tested once they become sick, which may not be a
reliable means of ascertaining infection rates, and
have imperfect data on vaccination status, which
biases estimates of vaccine efficacy toward zero.
Therefore, unlike in clinical trials in which randomized treatment assignment is the agreed gold
standard, drawing inferences about the real-world
efficacy of COVID-19 vaccines involves integrating
conclusions from a series of studies, each of which
confronts these data imperfections differently,
depending on the limitations of the setting and the
design of the study.
Despite these hurdles, retrospective studies based
on real-world data can be informative when clear
patterns emerge. The good news is that several
studies published in late summer and early fall 2021
tell a remarkably similar story: The novel mRNA
vaccines from Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna are
proving highly effective at preventing severe cases
of COVID-19 for all segments of the population

virus and the length of protection they provide.
The source data come from the measured infection,
hospitalization, and death rates in countries deploying the various vaccines. While we caution against
overemphasizing the results of any single study, the
weight of the evidence derived from studies relying
on various statistical methods can help inform policy decisions for managing the crisis.

Post-Approval Efficacy Assessment
By late summer 2021, sufficient time had elapsed
from the beginning of mass vaccination programs
in the preceding winter and spring to permit estimation of the real-world efficacy rates of COVID-19
vaccines. Unlike the randomized controlled trials
that were used to evaluate efficacy before vaccine
approval, these studies are based on observational
data collected in the field. The benefits of these
studies are threefold. First, they offer updated
guidance to policymakers and the public as the
pandemic continues to evolve. Second, due to the
massive scale of the vaccination effort, they provide
new insights into the efficacy of vaccines on certain
subpopulations that were too small in the original
trials to provide statistically reliable results. Third,
large-scale studies of vaccination programs help
uncover unexpected outcomes that are too rare to
be detected in the smaller experiments.
On the other hand, observational studies sacrifice the internal validity guaranteed by the structure
of a randomized controlled trial. Randomization of
the treatment in a clinical trial ensures consistent

Table 1. Vaccines with the Highest Use Globally
Name

Manufacturer

Technology

US Approval*

WHO Approval

Ad26.COV2.S

Johnson & Johnson

Viral Vector

Yes

Yes

BBIP-CovV

Sinopharm

Deactivated Virus

No

Yes

BNT162b2

Pfizer-BioNTech

mRNA

Yes

Yes

ChadOx1nCoV-19

Oxford-AstraZeneca

Adenovirus Vector

No

Yes

CoronaVac

Sinovac

Deactivated Virus

No

Yes

mRNA-1273

Moderna

mRNA

Yes

Yes

Sputnik V

Gamaleya Research Institute

Adenovirus Vector

No

No

Note: * Emergency use approval. (On August 23, 2021, the Food and Drug Administration gave full approval to the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine for
persons age 16 and older.)
Source: Authors.
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across many countries worldwide, and other vaccines, while less effective, are important tools in
battling a global pandemic (Table 1).
The following is a brief review of the evidence
on these and other vaccines at this stage of the
pandemic, with a focus first on studies conducted
in the United States and then on the most relevant
reviews of the highest-use vaccines globally. In the
process, we describe key design considerations in
the studies that policymakers and the media are
citing and how those considerations likely affect
estimated efficacy rates.

Representative Studies in the United
States
Studies based on four distinct populations of US
adults were released in August and September
2021. Differences in the data collection strategies
across the four populations required the authors to
use different statistical methods for estimating
vaccine efficacy. However, studies of all four populations show continued strong protection for the
mRNA vaccines against severe COVID-19. There is
also some evidence that vaccine efficacy is weaker
against the delta variant and for older adults. Further, there is suggestive evidence that the Moderna
vaccine provides stronger protection than the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine does, which itself provides
stronger protection than one dose of the Johnson
& Johnson vaccine.
IVY Network Study. The Influenza and Other Viruses
in the Acutely Ill (IVY) Network, a group created
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) that was originally set up to estimate how
well influenza vaccines work, aggregated data from
21 hospitals across 18 states to evaluate the efficacy
of COVID-19 vaccines against severe illness.
Wesley Self et al. (2021) analyze the data collected
by the network using a case-control analysis in
which patients who were admitted to a hospital for
exhibiting COVID-19-like symptoms and tested
positive for the virus are compared against those

who tested negative for COVID-19. This control
group included “test-negative controls”—individuals
who came to the hospital with COVID-19-like
symptoms but tested negative for the virus—and
“syndrome-negative controls”—those who were
tested at the hospital for reasons unrelated to
COVID-19-like symptoms. In all, the analysis included
3,689 patients admitted to a hospital in the network
who were age 18 or over and did not have immunocompromised conditions.
In a case-control study, vaccine efficacy is determined based on the relative proportions of vaccinated
adults in the case and control groups. This design
can be straightforwardly implemented based on
observational data if there is sufficiently detailed
information on the COVID-19 risk characteristics
of the cases and a sufficiently large pool of potential control patients to match them with. But this
design also requires valid matching between the
case and control groups to accurately estimate vaccine efficacy. If unobservable characteristics differ
between the two groups that are correlated with
vaccination status, such as the likelihood of engaging in behaviors that increase infection risk or the
probability of going to a hospital conditional on
infection, the estimated efficacy rate will be biased.
The study was conducted between March and
August 2021 and finds the Moderna vaccine to have
a marginally higher efficacy in reducing COVID-19
hospitalizations than that produced by PfizerBioNTech: 93 percent (confidence interval (CI):
91–95 percent) versus 88 percent (CI: 85–91 percent). 1 Both mRNA vaccines are found to be substantially more effective in reducing hospitalization
than that of Johnson & Johnson, which had estimated efficacy of 71 percent (CI: 56–81 percent).
The study also finds that the efficacy rate for the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine declines to 77 percent
(CI: 67–84 percent) for adults more than 120 days
post–full vaccination. The Moderna vaccine, in contrast, has nearly equal efficacy rate for less recently
vaccinated adults (92 percent, CI: 87–96 percent)
as it does for more recently vaccinated adults.

1

When possible, we present both point estimates and 95 percent CIs when summarizing study results. Generally, point estimates
with nonoverlapping CIs indicate statistically significant differences. However, because of the variety of the methodological approaches
in the studies and the potential for multiple-hypothesis tests to be appropriate for some comparisons, we decline to comment on
the presence or absence of statistical significance in any single study.
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The VISION Network Study. The Vaccine Effectiveness Using Integrated Medical and Public Health
Record (VISION) network consists of seven health
care systems around the US that administrate
187 hospitals and 221 emergency departments and
urgent care clinics (EDUC) that are collaborating
with the CDC to monitor the effectiveness of
COVID-19 vaccines against laboratory-confirmed
infections and associated hospitalizations, intensive
care unit (ICU) admissions, and EDUC encounters.
The health care systems treat adults in California,
Colorado, Indiana, Minnesota, New York, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, and Wisconsin.
Two studies based on the VISION network data
were published in early September 2021. Mark
Thompson et al. (2021) examine data from January
through June 2021, focusing on the real-world efficacy of vaccines for adults over age 50. Shaun Grannis et al. (2021) use data from June through August
2021 to evaluate the efficacy of vaccines against
COVID-19 when the delta variant was prominent.
Both studies use a test-negative design to estimate
the vaccine efficacy rate against hospital admission
and EDUC visits. The test-negative design is based
on the relative proportions of adults at the facilities with COVID-19-like symptoms who test positive for COVID-19 conditional on vaccination status. The benefits of this study design are twofold.
First, it returns an unbiased estimate of vaccine
efficacy against hospitalization and EDUC encounters if vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals are
equally likely to (1) seek medical care given the
same set of COVID-19-like symptoms and (2) contract non-COVID-19 diseases with COVID-19-like
symptoms. It is not clear how likely it is for these
assumptions to hold in this instance.
Second, because the test-negative design does not
require tracking adults who are asymptomatic, it permits analyses of large, representative samples of the
population of interest. Of note, because tests are
administered to all patients with COVID-19-like
symptoms, the study design also implicitly controls
for the probability of being tested (i.e., so long as
individuals with COVID-19-like symptoms go to hospitals or EDUC clinics with equal probability conditional on vaccination status), which is an important
confounding variable in other study designs.
Based on data on 41,552 hospitalizations and
21,522 EDUC visits, Thompson et al. (2021) estimate
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that overall effectiveness of the mRNA vaccines—
for adults over age 50 receiving two doses—against
hospitalization is 89 percent (CI: 87–91 percent)
and against EDUC visits is 91 percent (CI: 89–93 percent). Similar efficacy rates were observed for ICU
admissions, patients with a chronic respiratory
condition, and Black and Hispanic patients. However, for adults over age 85, the study finds lower
efficacy rates: 83 percent (CI: 77–87 percent) and
84 percent (CI: 73–91 percent) for hospitalization
and EDUC encounters, respectively.
This study also observes modest differentiation
in efficacy across the different vaccines, finding the
Moderna vaccine most effective against hospitalization (91 percent, CI: 89–93 percent) and EDUC
encounters (92 percent, CI: 89–94 percent), the
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine marginally less effective
against hospitalization (87 percent, CI: 85–90 percent)
and EDUC encounters (89 percent, CI: 85–91 percent),
and Johnson & Johnson’s vaccine least effective
against hospitalization (68 percent, CI: 50–79 percent)
and EDUC encounters (73 percent, CI: 59–82 percent).
Grannis et al. (2021) focus on the summer, when
the delta variant was predominant, and include
data on hospitalizations and EDUC visits for all adults,
not just those over age 50. The study estimates an
overall efficacy rate of 86 percent (CI: 82–89 percent)
against hospitalization and 82 percent (CI: 81–84 percent) against EDUC encounters. Thus, even during
the recent delta variant–driven wave of COVID-19
infections, the study finds that vaccines provide
strong protection against serious illness. Consistent
with findings by Thompson et al. (2021), the study
finds that vaccine efficacy is weaker for adults over
age 75 than for adults younger than 75 years old—
76 percent (CI: 64–84 percent) and 89 percent
(CI: 85–92 percent), respectively. The study also
finds a similar pattern of relative efficacy across the
three vaccines. The efficacy rate for adults against
hospitalization who received the Moderna vaccine
(95 percent, CI: 92–97 percent) exceeds the efficacy
rate for the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine (80 percent,
CI: 73–85 percent) and the Johnson & Johnson vaccine (60 percent, CI: 31–77 percent).
The HEROES-RECOVER Cohort Study. Another
recent study of note is a cohort assessment of 4,136
frontline workers across six states who have been
tested weekly for COVID-19 since December 2020
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(Fowlkes et al. 2021). The benefits of the cohort
study design are twofold. First, because all participants are tested weekly, it captures data on both
symptomatic and asymptomatic adults. Second,
the regular testing required to remain in the study
eliminates the potential that vaccination status is
correlated with the likelihood of being tested for
COVID-19 or the frequency of the tests.
The major drawback is that, if the cohort does
not represent the broader population both in baseline risk factors and exposure to COVID-19, then
the estimated efficacy rate will depart from the
rate in the broader adult population. In this case,
the Healthcare, Emergency Response and Other
Essential Workers Surveillance–Research on the
Epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 in Essential Response
Personnel (HEROES-RECOVER) study only includes
health care personnel, first responders, and other
essential and frontline workers.
A related concern is that, over time, the proportion of the sample that is unvaccinated may shrink
to the point that it becomes impossible to make
precise or unbiased inferences about the efficacy of
the vaccine. During the initial phase of the US mass
vaccination program, limits on the supply of vaccines
excluded some frontline workers from accessing
shots, which ensured a nontrivial portion of the
cohort remained unvaccinated. By the conclusion
of the study, however, 83 percent of study participants were vaccinated. The low number of unvaccinated participants, along with concerns that
unvaccinated frontline workers may differ from
vaccinated frontline workers in unobservable
ways, complicates estimation of efficacy rates in
the latter stages of the study window.
Even with these drawbacks, however, the results
from the cohort analysis are largely consistent with
the other analyses. Over the entire study period,
the estimated vaccine efficacy rate against infection was 80 percent (CI: 69–88 percent). In regions
where the delta variant was not predominant, however, the efficacy rate was 91 percent (CI: 81–96 percent). When the delta variant was predominant,
the estimated efficacy rate declined to 66 percent
(CI: 26–84 percent). Note, however, the wide confidence interval on the latter estimate.
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Kaiser Permanente Southern California Study.
Sara Tartof et al. (2019) analyze data from individuals who are members of Kaiser Permanente
Southern California (KPSC) to estimate the efficacy
of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine and examine
whether vaccine efficacy wanes in the months following vaccine administration. The study is based
on data from electronic health records for 3.4 million KPSC members age 12 years and older who had
been members for more than one year. Within this
subset, 33.4 percent of individuals received at least
one dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Data on
vaccination status are collected from the California Immunization Registry, a state-run database of
all vaccinations administered by California providers. The study was conducted from mid-December
through early August. Members who received a different COVID-19 vaccine were excluded from the
analysis upon being vaccinated.
The cohort design in the study has benefits and
drawbacks relative to the alternative designs. The
major advantage of this study is its sheer size. By
drawing on a database of millions of members, the
authors can estimate efficacy rates conditional on
age, time since vaccination, and COVID-19 variant
with greater accuracy than other approaches. This
design is also more susceptible to statistical confounders that could bias estimated efficacy rates.
Of particular concern are unobserved characteristics of members that are correlated with vaccination status and likelihood of COVID-19 testing,
risk of infection, and risk of hospitalization. For
example, if unvaccinated individuals are also
tested for infection less frequently, this will tend
to bias the estimated efficacy rate against infection
downward. A similar downward bias is possible if
vaccinated individuals tend to have contact with
more COVID-19-infected individuals than unvaccinated individuals do. Positive biases are possible
as well—for example, if vaccination status is positively correlated with other behaviors such as masking and adherence to social distancing that make the
vaccinated individuals less susceptible to infection
for reasons unrelated to their vaccination status.
Vaccine efficacy rates in the study are estimated
using Cox regression models, which estimate the
probability of infection and hospitalization conditional on vaccination status, time since vaccina-
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tion, and other environmental and individual controls. Over the entire study period, the estimated
overall efficacy rate against infection is 73 percent
(CI: 72–74 percent) and against COVID-19-related
hospitalization is 90 percent (CI: 89–92 percent),
which is broadly consistent with the other studies.
Efficacy against infection is declining in age, with
the higher efficacy for adults age 16–44 and 45–64
(73 percent, CI: 71–74 percent for both subpopulations) than for adults age 65 and older (61 percent, CI:
57–65 percent). However, efficacy against hospitalization remains more or less constant across age
groups, with 92 percent efficacy (CI: 88–95 percent)
for adults age 16–44, 91 percent efficacy (CI: 88–93 percent) for those age 45–64, and 86 percent efficacy
(CI: 82–88 percent) for adults age 65 and older.
The authors also find that vaccine efficacy
against infection declines from 88 percent (CI:
86–89 percent) during the first month after vaccination to 47 percent (CI: 43–51 percent) five or
more months post-vaccination. However, efficacy
against hospitalization remains nearly constant
over the entire period. Further, the waning effectiveness against infection does not appear related
to any particular COVID-19 variant.

A Summary of Efficacy Rates Against
Virus Variants
A key question for policymakers is whether the
available vaccines’ efficacy varies with each wave of a
new COVID-19 variant. The delta variant, for example, accounted for less than 7 percent of COVID-19
cases in the country at the end of May 2021 but
quickly rose to over half of all cases just one month
later, and it now accounts for nearly all new
COVID-19 infections (Our World in Data 2021b).
Whether the vaccines provide equal protection
against emerging variants will inform, for example,
whether variant-specific booster shots will be
required in the future to maintain protection
against the evolving virus and which virus strains
are likely to become predominant as vaccination
rates around the world continue to climb.
A recent meta-analysis by Philip Krause et al.
(2021) offers a summary of the rates of protection
provided against different variants across the globe.
The authors compiled the results from multiple
randomized controlled trials and studies based on
observational data. Figure 1 displays the effectiveness against both severe disease/hospitalization
and symptomatic disease/infection of different

Figure 1. Vaccine Efficacy by Variant and Vaccine Type—Multiple Studies

Source: Authors, based off Krause et al. (2021).
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vaccines against different variants in 47 different
studies listed in the technical appendix of Krause
et al. (2021). We remove studies in which data were
not available for efficacy against both severe
disease/hospitalization and symptomatic disease/
infection. The 47 studies were conducted in 12 countries, and 31 of the studies were conducted in Canada, Israel, the UK, or the US.
As Figure 1 shows, efficacy against both symptomatic disease/infection and against severe disease/
hospitalization appears strongest against the alpha
variant. The mRNA and viral vector–based vaccines
also appear to be as effective in preventing severe
infection/hospitalization against the beta and delta
variants.
The vaccines may be less effective, however, in
preventing symptomatic disease/infection against
more recent variants. The meta-analysis in Krause et
al. (2021) finds that current vaccines have efficacy
rates of 74.1 percent (CI: 70.5–77.8 percent) against
beta and 82.6 percent (CI: 81.4–83.9 percent)
against delta, compared with 92.2 percent (CI:
91.9–92.4 percent) against alpha, which is consistent with both the lower average efficacy and
wider range of efficacy estimates in Figure 1.

International Vaccine Efficacy
The US has relied heavily on the two mRNA vaccines that were fast-tracked by Operation Warp
Speed (OWS) contracts, but many other countries,
especially those considered in the middle- and lowincome tiers, are deploying five inoculations that
rely on older technologies, including two sponsored
by China and one by Russia. The relative efficacy
of these vaccines will be important for the future
trajectory of the pandemic because of their wide
dissemination globally.
Oxford-AstraZeneca. Early in the pandemic, the
Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine candidate was considered a front-runner for use both in Western
countries and throughout the world because of its
low cost and the expectation that the technology it
was using would be reliable. The US made the purchase of hundreds of millions of these vaccines a
top priority in the first rounds of OWS investments. However, after broad publicity around rare
adverse events, demand in the West for the vaccine
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fell precipitously. Many European countries have
deployed it with conditions, but its use has been far
below what was initially expected (except in the
UK, which has given this vaccine to a large segment
of its population).
Despite the tepid uptake in the West, this vaccine
is still a major component of the global vaccination
campaign. It relies on an adenovirus vector to
deliver the genetic instructions for the SARS-CoV-2
spike protein to human cells, which then produce
the protein that induces an associated immune
response. The World Health Organization (WHO)
approved the vaccine for emergency use in February 2021.
BBIBP-CorV. The Chinese state-owned drug firm,
Sinopharm, developed a vaccine using a deactivated
virus methodology. The company replicated samples of the virus in a laboratory and then used a
chemical process to deactivate its potency. Particles from the spike protein are then used in the
vaccine to induce an immune response in vaccine
recipients. The WHO approved the Sinopharm
vaccine for emergency use in May 2021.
CoronaVac. The Chinese biotech firm Sinovac
developed the CoronaVac candidate using a similar
deactivated virus methodology to the BBIBP-CorV
vaccine. The WHO approved it for emergency use
in June 2021.
Sputnik V. The Russian Ministry of Health, through
the Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology
and Microbiology, developed a vaccine that uses a
similar technology as the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot.
Despite its widespread use globally, the WHO has
still not approved it for emergency use, partly
because of continued concerns about the integrity
of the manufacturing process being used to scale
its production.
Johnson & Johnson. The Johnson & Johnson
vaccine—also using an adenovirus vector technology—has been approved by the WHO for emergency use and has been taken up in many countries
around the world, including in the US. However,
manufacturing problems and questions about
adverse events have lessened the demand for it,
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and it has not yet been a major factor in the global
vaccination campaign.
Efficacy Evaluations. Like the Pfizer-BioNTech
and Moderna shots, the deployment of these vaccines around the world has led to a large number
of evaluations based on real-world data. These
studies come with the same issues related to nonrandom selection into treatment, correlations
between treatment status and COVID-19 testing
frequency, and other general concerns about data
quality as those used to assess the mRNA vaccines
in the US.
Oxford-AstraZeneca. Jamie Lopez Bernal et al. (2021)
use a test-negative study design to assess the efficacy of the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine against
symptomatic COVID-19 resulting from either the
alpha or the delta variant. They gathered data on
all COVID-19 test results in the UK recorded by
hospitals or public health laboratories where the
person reported symptoms and received a test
within 10 days of the onset of those symptoms.
Data were collected between October 26, 2020,
and May 16, 2021, resulting in 14,837 observations
of the alpha variant and 4,272 observations of the
delta variant. The authors find the Oxford-AstraZeneca vaccine 74.5 percent (CI: 68.4–79.4 percent)
effective against symptomatic disease caused by the
alpha variant and 67.0 percent (CI: 61.3–71.8 percent) effective against the delta variant.
BIBBP-CorV and CoronaVac. Min Kang et al. (2021)
carry out a retrospective cohort analysis in May
and June 2021, after a COVID-19 outbreak identified
in Guangdong, China, caused by the delta variant.
The study included all “close contacts” of confirmed
cases in the city, resulting in a sample size of 10,813
people, of whom 1,407 were fully vaccinated. All
but four of those who were fully vaccinated had
either the BIBBP-CorV or CoronaVac vaccine, and
the remaining four received a similar inactivated
vaccine. They find 69.5 percent (CI: 42.8–96.3 percent) vaccine efficacy against COVID-19 pneumonia for fully vaccinated individuals and near-zero
efficacy for those with a single dose of the inactivated
vaccines (8.4 percent, CI: –47.6–64.4 percent).
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Sputnik V. Anton Barchuk et al. (2021) use a casecontrol study in St. Petersburg, Russia, to assess
the efficacy of the Sputnik V vaccine against hospitalization from COVID-19. Using the triage system
for symptomatic COVID-19 patients set up in St.
Petersburg that tests and determines whether a
patient should be hospitalized, Barchuk et al. (2021)
define the case group as those who are hospitalized
and the control group as those who are not. Efficacy rates are estimated from a sample of 13,893
symptomatic COVID-19 patients collected from
July 3, 2021, to August 9, 2021. The study finds that
two doses of Sputnik V, the full vaccination
amount, is 81 percent (CI: 68–88 percent) effective
at preventing hospitalization in COVID-19 patients.
The efficacy reduces to approximately 35 percent
(CI: –21–65 percent) for those with only one dose
of the vaccine.

Discussion and Context
When the two US-approved mRNA candidates
were studied in carefully designed trials, their efficacy rates against symptomatic COVID-19 infection were above 90 percent. Recent real-world data
are signaling some erosion may have occurred over
time and in the face of variants that have become
dominant this year, although the mRNA vaccines’
efficacy against serious disease remains high.
If true, the slight downgrading of the efficacy of
the vaccines could have implications for the potential introduction of boosters, new versions of the
vaccines with tweaks for addressing the newly circulating strains, and expectations about the likelihood of a vaccinated person passing the virus to others.
While all these implications are possible, it is
important to not overreact to statistical evidence
that should be understood in context. In particular,
there are several reasons to believe that real-world
assessment of vaccine efficacy, at this stage of the
pandemic, may understate their actual effectiveness.
First, the “control group” in real-world assessments—that is, those who remain unvaccinated—
may have higher levels of natural, and undetected,
immunity from prior COVID-19 infections. If so,
they may be less susceptible to symptomatic infection and certainly less likely to be hospitalized
from a reinfection. Therefore, the incident rate
against which vaccination efficacy is measured is
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likely to trend downward over time as a larger proportion of the unvaccinated become infected and
acquire immunity.
Second, sources of random error in real-world
assessment, including false-positive and falsenegative tests for COVID-19, and errors in determining vaccination status tend to bias estimates of
vaccine efficacy toward zero. Grannis et al. (2021)
report estimates from a simulation study in which
the true vaccine efficacy is 95 percent and errors in
testing and vaccination classification were consistent
with studies from prior vaccination efforts. They
find that their expected observed vaccine efficacy
given these data errors declines to 85 percent, with
larger biases possible depending on the true efficacy rate, the probability of being hospitalized conditional on a COVID-19 infection, and the extent of
these testing and vaccination classification errors.
Third, unobservable behavioral differences
between vaccinated and unvaccinated adults could
create a correlation between vaccination status
and the likelihood of COVID-19 infection that is
unrelated to the vaccine itself. If more vaccinated
adults than unvaccinated adults engage in activities
that make them more likely to contract COVID-19,
then observational studies would understate the
efficacy of the vaccine. In contrast, if vaccinated
adults refrain from activities that make them likely
to contract COVID-19, observational studies
would overstate the efficacy of the vaccine. For different subpopulations, both effects are possible,
and the effect may have changed over time. For
example, if vaccinated adults have begun to engage
in more activities that put them at a higher risk of
contracting COVID-19 as (1) they have become
more confident in the efficacy of the vaccines and
(2) public health guidance has loosened, this could
produce a downward trend in vaccine efficacy rates
in observational data over time.

Despite the imperfections of studies relying on
real-world data, policymakers do not have the luxury to ignore them or wish for more certainty
around the information they must use to make
decisions. A pandemic is a public emergency,
which requires rapid decision-making based on the
best available data, imperfect as they may be.
That being the case, the information that has
been accumulated over the past year, after approval
of the vaccines for emergency use, points toward
certain broad conclusions.
First, the mRNA vaccines have been highly effective in protecting the population receiving them,
and only now barely detectable indications of erosion are emerging. For caution’s sake, a booster
program may be advisable, but delaying it for
healthy patients is unlikely to carry substantial
risks. A much higher priority is getting first doses
to those who have not been vaccinated at all, both
in the US and globally.
Second, being vaccinated by any of the available
vaccines is much better than not being vaccinated,
although the inactivated virus vaccines produced
in China appear to require two doses to be effective at all and are much less effective than the
mRNA vaccines are. Their efficacy should be monitored carefully, as the immunity they confer could
either fade rapidly or be too weak for a new variant
that emerges.
The advent of effective vaccines ushered in a
distinct and more hopeful stage in the global pandemic, as the approved inoculations provide substantial protection against the worst consequences
of COVID-19 disease. Careful statistical analysis
during the trial phase helped demonstrate their
value. The same care when collecting and assessing
post-approval data can steer the world through the
coming months as policymakers weigh what the
next steps should be for ending the crisis.
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